
ATOM 570

PROFESSIONAL

2-STROKE LAWN EDGER
(PATENTED)

WITH ANTI-VIBRATION OPERATOR COMFORT SYSTEM

CUTS CLEAN CRISP LAWN EDGES - FAST

BENEFITS
MODEL SPECIFICATIONS

PROFESSIONAL

2-STROKE
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Light-in-weight

Strong robust construction

Easy to Start

Very Fuel Efficient

Long Lasting 4-blade cutting

system

Affordable quality with long life

Cuts neat edges everywhere

Edges anywhere including round

corners and curbs and gutters

Environmentally friendly due to

speed of job completion, extremely

little fuel use, economical 4-blade

cutting system

Safety features throughout

Quality Engineering

Solid steel precision ground ball

bearings drive shaft, no belts to

replace

Durable quality lawn edger with

long life will outlast all other brand

gasoline edgers.

Model Atom 570

Engine
Komatsu-Zenoah

Commercial Engine

Displacement 34cc

Power 1.2kW (1.6 Hp)

Fuel 50:1 Petrol/Oil mix

Weight (kg) 9kg (20lbs)

Blades Length 271mm (10
2
/3")

Cutting Depth 75mm (3")

Gear box reduction

Very Tough Steel Machine

Cut 3.54:1 Precision

Spiral Bevel Gears

Power Drive

Solid precision ground

12mm diameter 2 ball

bearings steel shaft

Wheel

Rubber Tyred with

premium sealed ball

bearings

Full instruction/user manual supplied with each unit.

Atom's  innovative  patented  Lawn Edger  System is  the  world's  only  Gold

Medal winning lawn edger.  Its unique breakthrough design was awarded the

Gold  Medal  at  the prestigious International Inventions and New Technology

Convention in Switzerland. The Atom Professional Edger was voted Product of

the Year by Power Equipment Australasia Magazine. In the USA in 2000, Atom

also won the OEM MIE Award for the Atom Professional Edger System.

The upgraded new model light  in weight,  heavy duty  Atom 570 Professional

Lawn Edger  can edge  anywhere.  It  has  a  powerful  34cc  Komatsu-Zenoah full  crankshaft

commercial 2-stroke engine and long 271mm (10
2
/3") hardened spring steel long lasting 4-bladed

cross-blades which can cut through the toughest overgrown grass. Also, Atom's blades length

are  longer  than industry  standard thus adding even further  longer  life  to  the  4-blade cutting

system.

The highly  manoeuvrable wheelbarrow  action means you can edge along curbs and gutters,

around tight corners, garden plots,  and by simply tilting the edger sideways you can edge up

against tight walls and fences.

Fitted with Air-Cushion Handles the Atom Professional 2-Stroke Edger has a very smooth running

engine and  features  a  7-point  anti-vibration system for  maximum operator  comfort  and is  a

pleasure to use. It has a very manouevrable heavy duty large 150mm (6") rubber tyred wheel

with premium sealed ball bearings.

The Atom Professional lawn edger can edge up to 90% faster compared to other edging devices,

enabling  the  professional  operator  to edge and mow  more  lawns  per  day,  saving  time and

money. It also uses up to 80% less fuel compared with other full size lawn edgers.
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